
theBetrayed...
W                  R

Details:

Goal:  Betray Hellix Engineering, 
LLC, and survive
Obstacles:  Mr. Skord
The Setup:
Helix Engineering, LLC has captured all of you, 
and you are now en route to be dealt with at the 
heart of an abandoned Metrolite.

Characters:
____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________

Players:
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________

Mr. Skord: corporate VP of Personnel for 
  Helix Engineering, LLC, bastard
Point Man: __________________________________
__________________________________________
Captain of the Guard:  Delgado
  Bully and Gun Fanatic

BattleGrounds:
The Ship
The Factory Floor
The Metrolite Control Tower
The Trashscape Underlevel

Downside Metrolite
  The Dovetail crashes into the oncoming Metrolite, and immediately releases them onto a Factory level, slowly being 
moved through a great process of conveyor belts and automated arms and molten steel.
During this fight scene every round you must spend the first Hit on a Maneuver to avoid getting hit or pinned by machinery.  No hit=1Wound

Achievement - 4 - Discover a safe haven/escape the battle.
Adversity:  The Point Man (IND) and near countless other Betrayers  -  defeated Betrayed Drop 1 item - roll Percieve

Indivituals = Healing Tonics (flush 1 wound) stolen from HE,LLC

Squads = Stamina Boosters (Reset AP) stolen ecomental shards

Swarms = Re-Roll Tokens (Same as Traits) are just Trophies

Win:  Rescued by a mortally wounded ally to ________________ named ___________________
Explains - there is no money, no escape - all a trick, dies - gives them 2 items from list above, and the codes to disarm the bomb.

Loose:  Discarded by last standing Adveristy into the waste-schute of the Metrolite
Wake up surrounded by Slugspiders (with a strange sheen...) in a mire of filth, abandoned below the city.

Aboard The Dovetail
  The Captain of the Guard, Delgado, enters the last car, seeking revenge.  
He activates the visors that are currently blocking your vision.  You all 
wear masks that hide your identity and tint everything with a greenish 
hue.  While wearing this mask you have NO ACCESS TO CHARGE POWERS.  
Delgado picks a prisoner:  All roll D6, highest = grudge, ties go at same time.

Achievement - 3,2 - Unlock and release this car into void
Optional Achievement - 2 - Destroy someone else’s Mask [Cannot destroy your 
own, Frees use of Charge Powers]
Each PLayer gets 1 flashback about their history
Each Flashback is worth one character scene.  If they establish an alliance the Char Scene 
benefits all who are involved in the scene.

Win:  Braced for Impact - safely crash - Refill Action Pool

Loose:  Just about to be kicked into the void when the Dovetail crashes - loose CP

The Tower of He,llc
1 Million in Stock and a 3-person Escape Vessel:  all a lie
The Radion Core of an old HE,LLC Tower does have a device 
tethered to it that will detonate and destroy the Metrolite.
Protected by the Point Man_______________________________

Achievement - __ - 

Achievement - __ - 

Achievement - __ - 

The Scavenger’s Vessel
Below the city there is a small under-port where 
scavengers tried to escape with a wealth of valuble metals 
and tech.  Their corpses are nowhere to be seen, but their 
blood is everywhere...
Protected by the Drone Serpent - _______________________

Achievement - __ - 

Achievement - __ - 

Achievement - __ - 

The Taoist

the Cyborg

the  assassin

the Bounty Hunter

the free agent

In a strange blackness you hear the 
voice of your former employer, Mr. 
Skord, calling you back from uncon-
sciousness.  “You have all betrayed the 
Corporation...” he explains.  The New 
Management of Helix Engineering is 
having to let some people go.

Only ___ ex-employees will be al-
lowed to leave.  There is one key to a 
craft big enough to hold only 3 people, 
and severance pay of 1 million stock 
points.  Whoever finds it can leave with 
the money.  The rest will be destroyed 
when the Metrolite explodes.
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Defense

Resilience: increase your defense to 3

Not Affected by the Darkness or Blinded conditions

You can keep up to 8 Charge Dice in your Charge Pool.

[6CD] (Action) your target takes 1 wound and you heal 1 wound on 

another player.  Does not work on Squads or Swarms.

[6CD] (Action) your target takes 1 wound and you heal 1 wound  

Does not work on Squads or Swarms

[2CD] (Strike) your target suffers the Poisoned condition

Does not work on Squads or Swarms
[1CD] (Strike) adds 2 Bonus Dice to a Strike

[3CD] (Strike, Electricity-based) adds bonus dice to strike:

+4 vs Swarms / +3 vs Squads / +2 vs Individuals
[3CD] (Strike, Electricity-based)  adds bonus dice to strike:

+4 vs Individuals / +3 vs Squads / +2 vs Swarms

Darksight:

Charge Boost:

Life Drain:

Life Transfer:

Toxic Attack:

Leap Attack:

Chain Lightning:

Zap:

the Street Agent

Melee

Max: 10

3
Max: 8
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Defense

Resilience: increases your defense to 3

increases your defense to 4

You can roll up to 7 dice from your Strike Pool on a Strike

You can keep up to 8 Charge Dice in your Charge Pool

[2CD] (Strike) adds 4 bonus dice to a Strike vs. an Individual

[2+CD] (Action) Grants the Empowered condition:  +1 to Strikes

Spend 2 Charge Dice to Empower yourself or others
[3CD] (Strike, Frost Based) adds bonus dice to Strike:

+4 vs Individuals / +3 vs Squads / +2 vs Swarms
[3CD] (Strike, Frost Based) adds bonus dice to Strike:

+4 vs Swarms / +3 vs Squads / +2 Individuals
[1CD] (Boost) adds 2 bonus dice to any elemental based strike

(frost based strikes are elemental strikes)

Resilience II:

Strike Boost:

Charge Boost:

Iron Palm:

Empowering Chi:

Freezing Strike:

Breath of Winter:

Elemental Surge:

The Taoist

Martial Arts
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Defense

Resilience: Increases your defense to 3

Increases your defense to 4

Immune to Body Drain, Slow, Poisoned and Weakened conditions

You can keep up to 12 dice in your Action Pool (AP)

Add one additional Wound Circle.

[3CD] (Strike, Fire Based) Adds bonus dice to strike:

4 vs. Individuals / 3 vs. Squads / 2 vs. Swarms
[3CD] (Strike, Fire Based)  Adds bonus dice to strike:

4 vs. Swarms / 3 vs. Squads / 2 vs. Individuals
[2CD] +1 Bonus Dice to all Fire-Based Strikes when active

  -1 dice to all Frost-Based Strikes when active
[2CD] (Boost) +1 dice to all Maneuvers.  Can be used to Quicken 

other players for 2CD per person.

Resilience II:

Body Resistance:

Stamina:

Toughness:

Pyrocannon:

Pyrokinetic Wave:

Pyrokinetic Aura:

Quickened:

The Cyborg

Firearms
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6
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Defense

Resilience: Increases your defense to 3

Keep up to 12 dice in your Action Pool (AP)

[Gun] *Haste* Gaine the Quickened Condition: +1 all Maneuvers

[Blade] *Protection* Gain the Shielded Condition: +1 Defense

[4CD] (Strike) Adds 5 strike dice to a strike vs. any kind of 

adversity.  Can be comboed with other powers.
[1CD] (Strike) Adds 2 bonus dice to a strike vs. any adversity.

[Gun] *Haste* this power takes 2 slots

[Blade] *Powerstrike* +1 Dice to all Strikes vs. Individuals
[Gun] *Multistrike* +1 Dice to all Strikes vs. Swarms

[Blade] *Shock Eater* Gain 1 CD from Electricity Based Strikes against you
Weapon has 2 Modes:  [gun] and [blade]

Switching between these modes costs takes one round.
You can refuse to be disarmed.  If you agree to be disarmed you 

gain 6 bonus dice to immediately roll for strike/charge pool.

Stamina:

Force Attack:

Leap Attack:

Soulbound Weapon:
Gunblade

Weapon Upgrade:

Weapon Upgrade:

Multisoul:

Improved Grip:

The Bounty Hunter

Melee

12

6
3
4
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Defense

Resilience: Increases your defense to 3

Add one extra wound circle

Add another extra Wound Circle, for a total of 5

Immune to Darkness and Blinded conditions

[2CD] (Action) this power summons unnatural shadows that 

darken the surroundings:  -1 success from all affected.
[1CD] (Strike) Adds 3 bonus dice to any strike vs. Adversity 

affected by the Darkness condition.
[2CD] (Strike) Inflicts the Poisoned condition on 1 target if the 

strike does any wounds.
[2CD] (Boost) Adds 3 bonus dice to Strikes vs. Individuals

[4CD] (Boost) This attack is now applied to 2 different targets.  

(Squads can be attacked twice)  does not work on swarms.

Toughness:

Toughness II:

Nightvision:

Conjure Darkness:

Shadowstrike:

Toxin Strike:

Trickshot:

Twin Gun Shot:

The Assassin

Luck

10

3


